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Abstract
Given the progress in image recognition with recent data driven paradigms, it’s still
expensive to manually label a large training data to fit a convolutional neural network
(CNN) model. This paper proposes a hybrid supervised-unsupervised method combin-
ing a pre-trained AlexNet with Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) to extract image topics
from both an unlabeled life-logging dataset and the COCO dataset. We generate the bag-
of-words representations of an egocentric dataset from the softmax layer of AlexNet and
use LDA to visualize the subject’s living genre with duplicated images. We use a subset
of COCO on 4 categories as ground truth, and define consistent rate to quantitatively
analyze the performance of the method, it achieves 84% for consistent rate on average
comparing to 18.75% from a raw CNN model. The method is capable of detecting false
labels and multi-labels from COCO dataset. For scalability test, parallelization experi-
ments are conducted with Harp-LDA on a Intel Knights Landing cluster: to extract 1,000
topic assignments for 241,035 COCO images, it takes 10 minutes with 60 threads.
1 Introduction
With the prevalence of deep neural network in visual data nowadays, detecting patterns or
recognizing objects from an image dataset has become less mysterious than it used to be.
Given a manually labeled training data with sufficient images, we can tune the parameters
of a convolutional neural network that yields near-perfect performance. However, those
concepts are typically learned in a supervised setting. It’s still time consuming and expensive
to organize such a large volume of manual work to label the training data, especially that the
amount of images generated by smart devices during a single day is significantly beyond
the capacity of manual labor. We are wondering if those newly generated, unlabeled images
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can be classified, recognized, or labeled automatically, so that they can either be utilized for
large-scale training purposes, or simply be better documented and organized in local devices.
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Figure 1: Framework of the hybrid method to extract image topics: (a) after pre-processing
the input data; (b) we put each image into a pre-trained AlexNet with ImageNet labels; (c)
and then we run LDA on the generated bag-of-words representation to group low-leveled
semantic features into visual topics.
In this paper, we combine AlexNet and Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) to form a
hybrid supervised-unsupervised method to extract topics (visual concepts) from unlabeled
datasets, see Fig. 1. The idea is to construct the embedding for each image from a univer-
sal pre-trained model, and then apply the topic model by grouping salient semantic features
into visual topics. Concretely, we consider two scenarios. First, we take the challenge from
a life-logging dataset. Life-logging cameras create huge collections of photos, even for a
single person on a single day [1, 7, 16], which makes it difficult for users to browse or
organize their photos effectively. Unlike text corpora in which words create intermediate
representations that carry semantic meaning for higher-level concepts such as topics, images
have no such obvious intermediate representation in between. Egocentric photos are partic-
ularly challenging because they were taken opportunistically, so they are often blurry and
poorly-composed compared to consumer-style images. We use this method to “summarize"
a subject’s living genre from an egocentric life-logging dataset.
Second, we use COCO dataset, a labeled dataset as ground truth to evaluate the hybrid
method in terms of consistent rate. We apply LDA on top of the bag-of-word representation
from a pre-trained AlexNet and get the topic assignment matrix over all images. By defin-
ing a concept of consistent rate, we compare the ground truth labels and “concept clusters"
from our method, and measure the consistency of those clusters. It shows that the space with
1,000 “irrelevant" dimensions suffice a dissimilarity measurement of image data by achiev-
ing an average consistent rate of 84%. We also apply Harp-LDA [18], a parallel LDA based
on sparse matrix decomposition, on the state of the art Intel Knights Landing cluster for
parallization, which shows the feasibility for potential applications on scaled up experiment
settings.
The method provides a hybrid way to extract image topics with a pre-trained AlexNet
and a probabilistic topic model. It automatically labels images before manually double-
checking, instead of having people label the entire image dataset; the living genre extracted
from egocentric images can be used in potential psychological research; it can also detect
duplicated images and organize photo albums in local computers. We describe the related
work in section 2, data in section 3, methods in section 4, experiment and results in section
5, and summarize the work in section 6.
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2 Related work
Many methods have been proposed that adapt techniques from text topic modeling to vision.
Li and Perona [3] propose a Bayesian hierarchical model to learn characteristic intermedi-
ate themes in an unsupervised way, for example, while Sivic et al. [17] and Li et al. [10]
introduce ways to discover hierarchical image structure from unlabeled datasets [10, 17].
However, most of these techniques were developed prior to the prevalence of deep neural
network, and are based on hand-tuned features. Moreover, none have studied egocentric
imagery, as we do here.
Research on computer vision for first-person images and video has been popular in re-
cent years, including in the fields of object tracking [9], activity recognition [5, 15], and
event detection [12]. However, there has been relatively little work on unsupervised object
discovery and scene summarization in this domain [16]. Here we take a first step towards
understanding the extent to which existing hierarchical Bayesian topic models paired with
deeply-learned features could be successfully applied to the unique properties of first-person
imagery, such as repetitive scenes, frequent motion blur, and poor image composition.
3 Data
We are interested in extracting topics from egocentric images as a way to visualize the sub-
ject’s living genres. This is assumed to be relatively feasible as it may contain large amount
of duplicated images (for example, a series of images on a subject sitting in front of a lap-
top are with sufficient similarity to be considered duplicated). Then we test the method on
COCO dataset with quantitative analysis on accuracy and scalability.
3.1 Lifelogging dataset.
The dataset of first-person images is captured with a Narrative Clip lifelogging camera by
one of the authors. We wore that camera, which takes pictures about every 30 seconds, for
two weeks during Summer 2015. The camera captured 7,927 (12 days) images of a wide
variety daily activities including commuting to work, having meetings, preparing and eating
meals, interacting with friends and family, etc. The lifelogging user reviewed all of the
images after collection and removed about 20 that they felt too private to share.
3.2 COCO dataset
In order to evaluate the performance quantitatively and test the scalability of the hybrid
supervised-unsupervised method, we use Microsoft COCO (Common Object in Context)
dataset [11], as it contains 80 categories in 12 super-categories with over 200,000 images
in total (some images are associated with multiple categories). We randomly select a subset
of COCO with 4 categories, compute and compare consistent rate with other methods. The
whole dataset is used for scalability experiment.
4 Methods
As with previous works, we assume that features from the layer of CNN can be regarded
as visual words which compose images in a similar way as words compose documents in
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text corpora, and that the ordering factor of visual words can be ignored. Empirical stud-
ies show that the occurrence of words in each documents can be modeled as multinomial
distribution [13, 14].
4.1 Data preprocessing and pre-trained model
To get the order-irrelevant (the order of “words" itself in each image carries no information)
representation and learn a joint distribution of images and topics, we process the data in three
steps shown in Fig. 1. We first use a pre-trained AlexNet (trained on ImageNet) to extract
the label response of each image from the output layer. We choose AlexNet, instead of more
recent architectures, as the pre-trained model as it is pervasively used in current research
and applications. The representation is extracted from the softmax layer, which is an 1,000
dimensional vector corresponding to 1,000 labels from AlexNet [8]. Each probability is with
the range of [−10,10] that shows how likely the image is related to the corresponding label.
The greater probability indicates a larger likelihood.
We set a threshold and keep the indices those labels with probabilities above the thresh-
old. This removes labels that are less semantically salient and gives a “bag-of-words" repre-
sentation where the data order is irrelevant. After preprocessing, each image is represented
with a vector of label IDs that are bounded between 0 and 999. With this representation, we
build a classic LDA model to learn a distribution over topics for each image.
4.2 Generative model and collapsed Gibbs sampler
We model the relation between a feature to an image as a word to a document, and assume
that there is a hidden variable of topic in between words and images. In a similar generative
process as proposed in Latent Dirichlet Allocation [2], an image is generated by first assign-
ing topics and then sampling features (visual words) from selected topics which is given in
Eq. 1. There are three parameters, i.e. z, θ , φ to be inferred from the posterior distribution,
where α and β are hyperpriors, θ is the distribution over topics for each document (image),
φ is the distribution over words for each topic, and z is the topic allocations.
p(w,z,θ ,φ |α,β ) = p(θ |α)p(z|θ)p(φ |β )p(w|φ ,z) (1)
Collapsed Gibbs sampling works as φ and θ can be represented in a closed form by z,
see Eq. 2 [4]. Here n(i,z) is the count of words in images i being assigned to topic z; n(z,w)
means the total number of the word w being assigned to the topic z; Z and W are the total
number of topics and distinct words, respectively. In this work, we are particularly interested
in Θ matrix through which we visualize the topic z by displaying representative images (in
practice, we pick top 5 images).
θi,z =
n(i,z)+α
∑Z(n(i,z)+α)
φz,w =
n(z,w)+β
∑W (n(z,w)+β )
(2)
The collapsed Gibbs sampler needs to calculate the probability of the nth word in the
mth image being assigned to a topic k, given all other topic assignments to the rest words in
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all images. Integrate out multinomial parameters and we calculate that probability based on
Eq. 3. In Eq. 3, −(m,n) means all words but the nth word in the mth image. For example,
C−(m,n)k,m,∗ means the count of all the words in image m that have been assigned to topic k, except
the nth word;C−(m,n)k,∗,∗ means the count for all words from all images with the topic assignment
of k, except the nth word in the mth image. In practice, the term C−(m,n)k,∗,∗ is dropped out as it
is a constant in each image.
p(z(m,n) = k|z−(m,n),w,α,β )≈
α+C−(m,n)k,m,∗
Z ∗α+C−(m,n)∗,m,∗
∗
β +C−(m,n)k,∗,wm,n
W ∗β +C−(m,n)k,∗,∗
≈
(α+C−(m,n)k,m,∗ )(β +C
−(m,n)
k,∗,wm,n)
W ∗β +C−(m,n)k,∗,∗
(3)
5 Experiment and results
We conducted the “bag-of-words" representation part on Dell PowerEdge T630 server with
two NVidia Tesla K40 GPU boards via Caffe [6]. For lifelogging dataset, it took approxi-
mately 200 minutes to generate the corpus. For COCO dataset, it took 40 hours in practice.
We implemented sequential version of LDA for lifelogging data and a subset of COCO data
for accuracy evaluation. To test the scalability, we ran Harp-LDA [18] on on Juliet, a cluster
for digital science computing as a part of FutureSystems in Indiana University. In practice
we conducted Harp-LDA experiment on a cluster of 2 machines with 24 cores each.
5.1 Lifelogging data summarization with duplicated images
The method was applied on the egocentric dataset of a single school day where the subject
ride to school and work. We extracted 2 topics and 3 topics respectively from the dataset and
select the top 5 images from each topic, as shown in Fig. 2.
(a) 2 topics with 5 image samples. (b) 3 topics with 5 image samples.
Figure 2: Topic visualization of egocentric images on a single day (when choosing the num-
ber of topics that is greater than the actual daily activities, say 5 topics on a workday with
coding and riding bike, these activities will occur accross more than one topic).
In the case of 2-topics, the T-shaped bicycle is bonded with T-shaped tables and the
second topic indicates a working scenario with the laptop. Given 3 topics, the grouping of
semantic features is conducted in a finer granularity, as it decomposes the second topic from
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2-topic-case into a topic related to the computer screen and another topic for the desk. The
first topic has more purity with all top 5 images being bicycles.
We generalized the method to a larger dataset for weekly images and selected 10 topics
with 5 top representative images. The results based on both f c7 and f c8 layers are shown in
Fig. 3. Both representations yield a similar living genrethe with topics on driving, meeting
with collegues, working with the laptop, walking in the yard, etc. The output from softmax
layer leads to marginally more coherent semantic groupings.
Figure 3: 10 topics extracted from egocentric images on a week. The “bag-of-words" repre-
sentation is constructed from both f c7 (left) and f c8 (right) layers and results are displayed
in parallel.
While the hybrid supervised-unsupervised method generates a set of topics each of which
conveys consistent semantic meaning, the original labels, derived from ImageNet, are not
highly corelated to the content of our life-logging dataset. As shown in Fig. 4 where we dis-
played corresponding labels of each topic from AlexNet, these labels may not form appro-
priate captions for the corresponding images in each topic. However, the high dimensional
space constructed with 1,000 labels suffices the embedding of the semantic dissimilarity. In
the next section, we calculate consistent rate to evaluate the method with a subset of COCO
data with ground truth labels.
5.2 Topic spectrogram and consistent rate
To have a quantitative analysis on the performance of this method, we first randomly selected
400 images among 4 categories (broccoli, frisbee, fridge and cow) from COCO, 100 images
for each category, extracted the bag-of words representation from CNN, and calculated the
topic distribution by LDA, as is shown in Fig. 5. Overall, we see a clear topic assignment
“mode" for every 100 images. Note that the label set of ImageNet does not include “Frisbee"
and “Cow". With the related labels, such as “French_bulldog", “Bernese_mountain_dog",
“lawn_mower" etc, the method built the synthesized semantic labels that could group images
in those two categories. Some images from those two categories are correlated semantically:
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Figure 4: Topics in life-logging data and corresponding labels from pre-trained AlexNet (the
model is trained on ImageNet with 1,000 labels that are not specifically for the egocentric
dataset).
dogs are likely to be seen with a frisbee in a scenario of outdoor activities. From the spec-
trogram, we see that images responding to both topics contain both dogs and frisbee. For
the 1st and 3rd topic where topic assignment is more consistent, if a topic assignment of one
image is different from the majority in that category, it’s likely that the image was not labeled
correctly (we listed two images that should have contained either brocolli and a refrigerator).
Topic distribution over 4 candidates(AlexNet+LDA)
Topic ID
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0.7
0.8
0.9
Multi-labels: images  from “Freesbit” category with “cow” !avor 
Fause label: images with neither “broccoli” and “refrigerator”
Figure 5: Spectrogram of 4 topics learned from the subset of COCO: we can see a clear grid
layout in this spectrogram. For the first and third topics, most of the images are assigned
to one topic with a predominant probability. For the 2nd and 4th topics on “Frisbee" and
“Cow", they are mutually interrelated.
We compared the output from pure CNN and CNN+LDA by extending the number of
topic of LDA to 1,000, the same amount of labels from the output layer of AlexNet trained on
ImageNet. The spectrogram of the output from the softmax layer of AlexNet, and compared
that with the output of LDA on the same amount of topics is shown in Fig. 6.
To measure the consistent rate of the output labels, we calculated the index with the
largest mean probability among 1,000 labels for each image subset (p¯max), and counted
the number of images the label with the largest probability equal to the corresponding in-
dex I(p(i) = p¯max), and divided it by the amount of images in the subset, i.e. I(p(i) =
p¯max)/#images. The result is shown in Table 1.
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Figure 6: Topic distribution comparison between AlexNet and AlexNet+LDA: since the
AlexNet is pre-trained on ImageNet with a set of labels different from those in COCO image
dataset, for each image from COCO, there are many responding labels. However, LDA helps
to soak up the noise and leave only a few responding labels, even it’s also running on 1,000
topics.
Table 1: consistent rate: the number i in the bracket means the top i labels considered. For
CNN+LDA[1], only the label with the largest probability is calculated.
Methods Broccoli Frisbee Fridge Cow
CNN 0.3500 0.1100 0.1500 0.1400
CNN+LDA[1] 0.6300 0.4400 0.7500 0.4900
CNN+LDA[2] 0.8600 0.7500 0.8000 0.7600
CNN+LDA[3] 0.8900 0.8400 0.8600 0.7700
The consistent rate of CNN is relatively low with a wide range of responding labels.
With LDA to extract topics from labels, the consistent rate is improved by 3.08 times on
average. For the case of CNN+LDA[1], the consistent rate of “frisbee" and “fridge" is much
lower comparing to the other categories because those two categories are correlated: some
images under “frisbee" was assigned to “fridge" and vice versa. When k> 1 for top k largest
probabilities, the consistent rate for the two categories became close to those of other two
categories.
5.3 Parallelization for scaled-up dataset
Running a preprocessed COCO image dataset with 1.8M tokens from 241,035 images for
1,000 topics is beyond the computing capacity of most local computers. Instead, we ran the
experiment on a Intel Knights Landing cluster at Indiana University. One node with Xeon
Phi 7250F processors (68 cores in total) was used. All of them have around 200 GB memory
and are connected by Omni-Path Fabric. We used Harp-LDA [18] based on sparse matrix
decomposition, recorded the execution time for each iterations and estimated the overall
execution time for 1,000 iterations, see Fig. 7.
The execution time for each experiment setting will converge after 20 iterations. When
using 1 thread in a single node, the overall execution time for 1,000 is 16,139,258 ms
(around 4 hours and 30 minutes). With 20 threads, it’s 1,235,859 ms; for 40 and 60 threads,
they are 814,546 ms and 625,012 ms (around 10 minutes) respectively.
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Figure 7: Execution time for the first 20 iterations of Gibbs sampling algorithm on KNL
machine given different numbers of threads.
6 Conclusion
The paper showed that the image feature generated by Convolutional Neural Network con-
tains semantic information that can be grouped and extracted by topic modeling in a supervised-
unsupervised way. The pre-trained network with a “non-specific" set of labels gave the
bag-of-words representation which measures dissimilarity yet with low purity. With topic
modeling, we further grouped the semantic features into visual topics of higher level. The
method was applied on our life-logging dataset to extract living genres by listing duplicated
images, and on a subset of COCO dataset for consistent rate analysis. We also conducted
a parallel experiment on KNL machine with all COCO images over 80 categories for scal-
ability test. The topic assignment procedure for 241,035 images costs 10 minutes. The
method can be used to extract living genres from egocentric data with duplicated images;
automatically group, pre-label and semantically organize images by topics.
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